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ABSTRACT

We present BeHop, a wireless testbed for dense WiFi networks often seen in residential and enterprise settings. BeHop aims to provide insights on the operation of dense deployments, and evaluate how different WiFi management strategies affect user experience and network behavior. It has sufficient flexibility to let us try different management techniques and setups (e.g., residential or enterprise, client or infrastructure-driven operation). It is deployed at a university dorm, where it acts as the main network for a diverse set of users and devices, exposing practical insights and implications on the operation of the network. In this paper we discuss the design and implementation of BeHop, and share our early experience over a five-month period.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-Communication Networks—General

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Management, Measurement, Performance, Reliability
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dense WiFi networks — where multiple APs and clients coexist — are commonplace and present unique challenges. In the US, 24% of households are in multiunit buildings [6]. World-wide, a large and growing fraction of the population lives in high-density housing. Residential networks are chaotically managed and deployed. A vast majority of users install their WiFi APs with factory default settings, and lacks the sophistication — or desire — to change the configuration. Multiple networks run independently and share the same airtime resources, which often leads to poor channel selection, poor coverage, and unsatisfying user experience. While better managed and provisioned, enterprise networks face similar challenges. They deploy, often incrementally, a large number of APs while trying to account for coverage, performance, mobility, and interference with neighboring networks.

Despite growing interest in improving dense networks both in enterprise and academia, we have little practical experience on how they really work. While we have a rough sense of useful approaches for managing a network (such as channel, power and association control), we do not have good intuition on how these will work in practice, and their implications. Research testbeds are often built around a specific use case, and they are limited in terms of static traffic and clients, hiding the complexity of a real network (e.g., the impact of client diversity, mobility, and real traffic), which can lead to impractical assumptions or overlooked factors. On the other hand, enterprise WiFi networks apply a combination of WiFi management schemes to improve network performance, but their platforms are proprietary with little visibility into their operation.

We are principally interested in studying and evaluating the pros and cons of new ways of controlling WiFi networks. For example, we plan to evaluate the benefits of centrally controlling a large WiFi network, controlling power, channel allocation and association from a single vantage point. To do this, we built a general-purpose WiFi testbed in our university. We set out with two main requirements for our testbed, which we suspect are common goals of many WiFi testbeds:

**We want to control how the wireless channel is used:** Our testbed should let us centrally control the power and channel of each AP. It should also let us control which AP serves a client on a per-client basis. This lets us try out, and compare, a number of different control strategies: channel and power allocation algorithms, load-balancing algorithms, client-driven association versus infrastructure-selected association, and 5GHz band-steering.

**We want the testbed to be real-world deployable:** Our testbed should carry the traffic of real users, running any application they choose on any of their WiFi-connected devices (laptops, phones, tablets, DVRs, etc). This will let us evaluate our strategies and reveal their implications in a real setup. Furthermore, we want to eliminate (or at least minimize) the overhead for users to join the testbed.
our testbed network fails or is taken down for servicing and upgrades, our users should fail-over to a regular production WiFi network without even noticing. When our testbed is back on line, they should automatically use it again, without any intervention from us or them.

In this paper we present BeHop, an operational testbed which aims to provide insights on dense WiFi networks, and share our experiences on how to design and build such a testbed. Our specific contributions in this paper are the following:

- We design and prototype an SDN WiFi framework which can be used to realize a wide set of management techniques for channel, power and association control in different environments. We start by prototyping the necessary extensions for channel, power and association control. We use a virtual-AP abstraction to decouple our WiFi logic from the physical infrastructure and control how to expose our infrastructure to users (sparse or dense, home or enterprise network). We implement per-client WiFi control to simplify management, ease troubleshooting, and apply and evaluate policies on a fine granularity. §2 discusses our overall architecture and control primitives that provide BeHop the desired flexibility and control.

- We evaluate a novel deployment strategy for WiFi testbeds which practically improves realism and actual usage. BeHop runs in parallel with and is indistinguishable from the production network for our users. It serves the same SSID as the production network. As a result, users cannot really say whether they use BeHop or the legacy network. To our surprise, this has important implications on the overall behavior of our testbed. Users do not have to change any setting to use the network (such as WiFi network preferences). When our network fails or during an upgrade, they automatically fall-back to the production network without even noticing. When it comes back, users seamlessly use it again. We describe benefits, drawbacks and overhead of integration with the production network in §3.

We run BeHop as the main network for 39 users and more than 90 devices since January 2014. Using BeHop, we are able to gain useful insights on the operation of dense WiFi networks and systematically evaluate benefits and implications of WiFi management techniques. We evaluate BeHop through one specific usecase as an example — use of the 5GHz band — in §4, and reflect on our experience in §5. We compare with related work in §6.

2. ARCHITECTURE

We design BeHop to enable control and flexibility in a real-world environment. We leverage SDN to easily define our network-wide policies at a single point in the network. Our testbed is built using commodity APs and a centralized controller. We now discuss our extensions to expose WiFi-specific control, and describe the main components of our BeHop architecture: i) BeHop APs as our wireless dataplane, ii) a collector that gathers necessary data for monitoring and evaluation, and iii) a centralized controller where we implement our WiFi management logic (Fig. 1(a)).

2.1 BeHop AP

Our dataplane consists of commodity APs. Besides packet forwarding, BeHop APs implement low-level WiFi tasks with strict timing constraints (namely rate adaptation, beacon, and acknowledgment generation). BeHop APs act as OpenFlow switches and extend SDN to expose primitives for channel, power and association control. We implement the following primitives:

Virtual-AP (VAP): A VAP is a logical access point that appears like a physical AP to a client. It is uniquely identified by a BSSID 1, and implements two main tasks: beacon generation and acknowledgment generation. In BeHop, clients only see VAPs, not the true physical APs. VAPs decouple the operation of an AP from the underlying infrastructure. BeHop APs provide an API to add (or remove) a VAP to a specific radio interface of a physical AP.

Client Table: Each AP maintains a client table. An entry in this table contains necessary state so that the AP can serve the client (such as rate-control information, driver capabilities, and client to VAP mapping). We can remotely install appropriate state for a wireless station by adding an entry in the client table.

Forward WiFi management traffic: BeHop APs forward WiFi management traffic to the controller. The controller is responsible for processing and responding to Probe, Authentication, and Association Requests.

WiFi Configuration: BeHop APs expose a configuration API for channel and power allocation.

Each AP additionally has a monitoring agent (MA) which forwards WiFi statistics and raw WiFi packets to a collector (along with radio metadata for SNR, WiFi rate, and retries). We can configure what statistics to collect (e.g. channel utilization, retransmission ratio) and which packets to collect (we currently use Probe Requests and WiFi acknowledgements to monitor per-station SNR).

2.2 Collector

We use a collector as the information plane of our testbed. The role of the collector is to gather raw data from different sources to construct higher-level statistics which we later use to either inform our management algorithm or measure and evaluate the performance of the network. Our collector has three sources of data: i) WiFi statistics reports from APs, ii) raw WiFi packets with radio metadata (SNR, retries, WiFi rate), and iii) a mirror feed from the traffic on the wired backend of our testbed. The collector maintains an SNR profile for each wireless client, a database with clients and their properties (e.g. support for 5GHz, capabilities, associated user), and exposes an RPC interface which we can query from our controller. It also collects anonymized packet-traces, which we use to evaluate BeHop’s performance and compare different management strategies. The collector can be co-located or separated from the controller. In our deployment we keep them separate to maintain the flexibility to collect and process large amounts of data without sacrificing the responsiveness and stability of our controller.

1 A BSSID is a 48-bit address.
Figure 1: Each BeHop participant installs an AP in his/her studio apartment. APs are centrally managed from a controller. We collect traffic from BeHop and the legacy network to compare performance and get full visibility on clients’ connectivity.

2.3 Controller

The controller orchestrates our testbed to realize different WiFi management strategies. We can implement channel and power allocation mechanisms using the relevant APIs along with appropriate information from our collector (such as channel utilization). We can “disable” a physical AP by removing all VAPs from it; we can add more than one VAP per physical AP to emulate higher density. We can apply association control by mapping VAPs to physical APs, and then clients to VAPs. For instance, to realize the default WiFi operation, we map one VAP to every radio interface, respond to all probe requests we receive, and install station-related state to the AP a client sends an association request to. In order to realize band-steering, we ignore requests in the 2.4GHz band when 5GHz is available. To mimic the scenario of a residential setting where each user may access only her own AP, we reply only to probe-requests originating from there. To get full association control, we hide all the complexity from the clients and expose a VAP with the desired properties (channel, physical AP, etc.) for each client; we can then seamlessly move a client from one AP to another to readjust load, or better support mobility.

Per-client control: Our controller allows us to define the desired WiFi management strategy on a per-client basis. This is helpful both for experimentation and the practicalities of a real-world deployment (run targeted tests, ease debugging and troubleshooting). For instance, we can isolate a subset of devices and test a specific strategy on them (e.g. all mobile phones); we can implement features to map the needs of actual users (“exclude my tablet from the experiment”), or we can try a new feature to a test device while continuing to serve other clients using the default mechanism.

2.4 Implementation

We now discuss some implementation details for our design that might be useful for others trying to replicate parts of the functionality.

Our datapath consists of commodity dual radio WiFi APs running OpenWRT. BeHop APs run Open vSwitch (OVS) along with our SDN WiFi extensions that implement the control API. APs connect to the backbone campus network through a 48-port, OpenFlow enabled switch. We build our control plane using the POX OpenFlow controller.

To forward WiFi management traffic, we add a monitor interface for each radio and forward packets of interest to a virtual ethernet pair which is controlled by OpenvSwitch. We then use OpenFlow’s packet-in mechanism to forward packets to our controller. As we want to control client association and scanning from our controller, we disable the “hostapd” daemon on the APs, and implement the relevant functionality in our controller. Such an implementation required significant engineering and debugging effort, as covering all possible WiFi capabilities and client diversity is non-trivial.

To activate multiple VAPs on a single AP, we exploit Atheros’ BSSID mask. Atheros hardware generates WiFi acknowledgements for packets destined to a target that matches its own MAC address combined with a 48-bit BSSID mask. To be able to uniquely acknowledge packets destined to a specific BSSID, we structure our BSSID accordingly: the first 12 bits identify the channel, then we use the remaining 36 bits as a bitmap (every BSSID has one-bit 1, the rest 0). We can then combine up to 36 Virtual-APs on a single channel without any ACK conflicts, leading to a total of 288 Virtual-APs across 8 channels.

We extend OVS’ JSON-based configuration mechanism (OVSDB) to configure WiFi settings (channel and power), add and remove Virtual-APs and stations. We implement a local agent at the AP that listens to changes in the configuration DB and appropriately enforces them (through OpenWRT’s uci and netfd tools), and also implement OVSDB functionality in our controller.

We use NetGear WNDRMACv2 running OpenWRT Attitude Adjustment.
3. DEPLOYMENT

Deploying BeHop in a real-world setting is essential to study and evaluate WiFi management strategies and their implications under the conditions found in a real network (client diversity, mobility, interference with neighboring networks). We want our testbed to carry real traffic of users from any WiFi-connected device; at the same time, we want to maintain the flexibility to apply frequent changes, upgrade, and occasionally break the network, ideally without any impact on users' experience. To achieve this goal, we integrate BeHop with the production network serving the same SSID, making it indistinguishable for users and client devices.

We deploy BeHop in a 4-story dorm at Stanford University with 150 studio apartments (Fig. 1). It currently serves real traffic from 39 users and over 90 client devices (laptops, phones, tablets). Users willing to participate install an AP in their room. The building is already covered by a campus-wide network using the Cisco LWAPP technology (25 dual-band APs installed in the building). BeHop has a much denser deployment, with 50% more APs deployed. For development purposes, we also run a smaller, 3 AP network at the Computer Science Department at Stanford.

Most importantly, BeHop runs in parallel with and is indistinguishable from the (existing) production network for our users. This is in contrast with most testbeds which run separately from the production network, and has deep implications on the operation and properties of our testbed. We highlight the most important properties of our deployment. Even if some implementation techniques are specific to BeHop, we believe that these properties can be useful for many testbeds.

Easy for users to sign-up: Users have to sign-up to participate to BeHop (to install an AP to their room, comply with our university's IRB protocol, and address Stanford's IT department concerns for potential impact on students' network service). Students sign-up through a one-minute process on BeHop's website [4], and schedule a timeslot where we go and plug-in the AP in their room. They are granted free Netflix service for the duration of the experiment as an extra incentive. We use Stanford's database to obtain a list of each user's registered devices (MAC address). Sign-up is an ongoing process and we grow our deployment incrementally.

Same SSID with production network: BeHop is seamless for users to use and is integrated with the production network. It serves the same SSID by default, and is part of the same L2/L3 network. Users do not have to manually choose our network, or change their WiFi preferences and SSID priority-list on their devices (a task which only becomes harder with many devices for every user), and they do not have to switch explicitly when their device is already authenticated to the legacy network. Device IP addresses stay the same and flow-continuity is preserved when switching from BeHop to LWAPP and vice-versa.

At the same time, to provide a seamless experience to users we had to trade-off control and visibility. A client device can freely switch between BeHop and LWAPP; we have little control over it. In order to serve participating devices through our APs, we compete to acquire them by responding to probe requests before the LWAPP network can. While this works well in general, it is not a perfect mechanism. Ultimately, the decision of choosing a BSSID rests with the client. Clients use diverse set of heuristics to pick the best-perceived AP. A few participating clients do end up on the LWAPP network part or most of the time. The control-visibility tradeoff became obvious in the first few days of our deployment where a bug in our code forced clients to switch to the LWAPP network after a few minutes. This lack of precise control over which AP serves a client also makes it harder to identify whether a problem is due to BeHop or the production network. To troubleshoot such issues, we had to gain visibility into the production network.

We wrote a decoder for Cisco's CAPWAP protocol. Combining logs from BeHop and Cisco, we have the full picture of how wireless clients behave, a feature useful both for debugging and performance monitoring.

Another issue that comes with integration is that some features may not be consistent across networks. For example, implementing a firewall on BeHop to isolate the devices of a single user from the rest of the network will be valid only as long as she is using our network.

Graceful failover mechanism: Integrating BeHop with the production network provides a graceful failover mechanism — a great feature for a testbed bound to break. When our testbed fails or is brought down for servicing and upgrade, users automatically fall back to the production network. And when we bring it back online, they rapidly switch back to BeHop. This gave us confidence to apply frequent changes to our infrastructure without affecting users. Even after a week-long downtime due to a hardware failure which could have otherwise caused users to stop using the testbed, users rapidly switched back to BeHop as it required no intervention by them or us.

Whitelist and blacklist nodes: We often have to whitelist or blacklist individual nodes, and our controller provides an interface to do so on a per-node basis. To keep BeHop transparent to non-participants, we maintain a whitelist of participating nodes and reply only to them. Occasionally we have to blacklist a specific client, either because users experience problems or because we want to run an experiment with a subset of clients.

Opt-out mechanism: As BeHop looks similar to the production network, users cannot explicitly force connection to one or the other. This can be problematic; for instance, a bug in our code was causing a user's laptop to deauthenticate every few minutes but the user could not explicitly choose to join the production network. To deal with such scenarios, we have created two complaint mechanisms. Users can report problems and provide feedback through a web-based form. In addition, each AP has a button for opt-out - when a user presses this button, her devices automatically get blacklisted and fall-back to the LWAPP network. We manually add them back when we resolve the problem.

Our university WiFi network supports campus-wide mobility, and often users are already authenticated when they enter the building.

\textsuperscript{4}CAPWAP is the protocol used between Cisco’s APs and centralized controller.
Keeping a WiFi testbed active is not trivial. Our previous experience [14] has taught us that recruiting users and getting them back after a failure is hard. Even though we did not realize it at first, integrating BeHop with the production network had a strong impact on the required infrastructure features, and highlighted a trade-off between user convenience and long-term usage against full-control and implementation complexity. Overall, we believe seamless integration with production network is a very useful deployment strategy, especially when real usage is an important aspect of the testbed, even if it comes at the cost of relenting some control.

4. EVALUATION

BeHop acts as the main network for participating students, serving a total of ~30GB per day. Both the APs and the controller can handle the load of our deployment so far with low CPU usage. Forwarding of WiFi management traffic to the controller generates a peak-load of 630 packets-per-second. Our APs can deliver up-to 180Mbps of TCP goodput, using a 40MHz channel on the 5GHz band. As we discussed in Sec. 2, we can scale up to 36 Virtual-APs per channel to ensure that there is no conflict on generated acknowledgements, and we can generate 36 beacons on a single AP using 100 milli-second interval.

We now evaluate BeHop in practice by experimenting with a specific usecase: how to use the 5GHz band to improve performance on a dense WiFi network.

4.1 Usecase: Studying 5GHz Band Steering

Better use of 5GHz is a common strategy for WiFi networks to leverage less interference and wider channels available on this band. Doing this is not straightforward — many clients do not support the use of 5GHz band and the 5GHz band penetrates poorer through walls than the 2GHz band, making it hard to provide good coverage. As a result, we operate WiFi networks on a “dual-band” mode where each AP is configured to serve in both bands. Due to WiFi’s distributed nature, clients decide how to connect to the network. They do not always make the best decisions. They might use the 2GHz band even when a less-loaded 5GHz connection is available, or stick to a 5GHz link that provides poor connectivity. Vendors and operators try to facilitate use of 5GHz through WiFi management features often referred to as band-steering.

We use BeHop to evaluate how the use of 5GHz affects the performance of the network, and what its implications are on network design. Our focus is not on improving performance per-se, but rather to highlight how we can use BeHop to gain useful insights into a real use-case.

For our experiment, we set all APs to the same channel. This is a reasonable approximation of the distribution of same-channel nodes in the setting where each user had her own AP (we have APs in ~25% of apartments and WiFi has 3 disjoint 20MHz channels in the 2GHz band). We then operate BeHop in three different modes:

BeHop-2GHz: All APs are configured for 2.4GHz-only operation. This acts as our main baseline.

BeHop-Dual-Band: APs are set for dual-band operation.

BeHop-Bandsteering: APs are set for dual-band. We force capable clients to connect to the 5GHz band by responding to 5GHz probe requests only.

Figure 2 summarizes PDT for the different scenarios. We use Packet-Delivery-Time (PDT) as a metric to characterize the performance of the network. We calculate PDT as follows: using the wired switch behind the APs as our vantage point, we calculate the time between a TCP packet coming on the downlink, and its respective TCP acknowledgement from the client. PDT captures the actual traffic from users and accounts for everything that might degrade performance in the WiFi infrastructure: buffer build-up on the AP due to a link/channel slowdown, wireless retransmissions, channel congestion that may lead the client or AP to backoff, etc.

Clients decide which band they will connect to.

BeHop-Bandsteering: APs are set for dual-band. We force capable clients to connect to the 5GHz band by responding to 5GHz probe requests only.

Setting up the desired mode of operation requires minimum effort, thus validating BeHop’s flexibility and ease of programming. All we have to do is overwrite the handling of “probe request” packets in our controller, and apply this to the desired clients (e.g. the ones who support 5GHz). We did not have to make any changes in the APs. Going from 2.4GHz to “Band-Steering” required < 20 lines of code to program the controller.

As a reference, we also compare our results with the performance of the legacy network in an identical building across the street, supporting dual-radio and band-steering. Each experiment runs for a full day (March 18, March 22, and March 24, 2014 respectively). For our measurements, we collect all packet headers after anonymization.

We use Packet-Delivery-Time (PDT) as a metric to characterize the performance of the network. We calculate PDT as follows: using the wired switch behind the APs as our vantage point, we calculate the time between a TCP packet coming on the downlink, and its respective TCP acknowledgement from the client. PDT captures the actual traffic from users and accounts for everything that might degrade performance in the WiFi infrastructure: buffer build-up on the AP due to a link/channel slowdown, wireless retransmissions, channel congestion that may lead the client or AP to backoff, etc.

Fig. 2 summarizes PDT for the different scenarios. We briefly discuss our main insights:

2.4GHz vs. 5GHz: We see that the use of 5GHz improves performance, reducing median PDT from 6.2msecs (BeHop-2GHz) to 2.3msecs (BeHop-BandSteering). This is not surprising. The 5GHz band has less interference and congestion, as signal does not propagate well through walls. Lack of interference leads to more efficient use of the channel (smaller backoff, less retransmissions, higher rates), and is also enhanced by the wider 40MHz channels. To get a better understanding of why 5GHz performs better, we zoom-in

---

Footnote:

50th percentile is less than 200 packets-per-second and WiFi management traffic comes from all clients in the building, not only BeHop users.
and look at packet-level events over a 2 second period, while streaming a Netflix video over 2.4GHz and 5GHz respectively. Both streams reach the maximum data rate (3Mbps), but the impact on the channel is dramatically different between the two bands. Fig. 3 shows a timeline of what happens in the air. Each rectangle denotes the transmission of a packet, its width being the airtime consumed to send the packet. Use of higher rates (up-to 300Mbps for data, 6Mbps for management packets) makes the 5GHz band much more efficient. Even though the maximum available rate on the 2GHz band is 144Mbps, most data packets are sent at lower rates (78Mbps, 52Mbps), probably due to bad channel conditions resulting from load (e.g. collisions).

**Association Control:** Comparing Dual-Band with Band-Steering, we see the importance of association control on the network. When clients are free to choose (BeHop - Dual Band), some of them choose the suboptimal 2.4GHz band, leading to worse performance, especially on the tail (0.9th percentile is 15msecs compared to 9.4msecs when capable clients are forced to the 5GHz band). This is an example of a client making the wrong choice going to the more congested channel, and highlights the effectiveness of a simple association control policy for band steering. We have seen other examples of bad decision making from clients, with the most characteristic being a client that continuously switched APs every few seconds. We defer further discussion on association patterns to future work.

**AP Density:** Fig. 2 shows that BeHop outperforms the Stanford legacy network, which also supports dual-band and band-steering. For instance, median PDT is 8.9msecs, four times larger than the one our users experience. The main reason for that is the density of the physical deployment. Despite 5GHz support from the legacy network, only 30% of the overall traffic goes over it (341GB out of 1.1TB over a one week period). Even when comparing with BeHop at 2.4GHz, the legacy network observes higher latency. Unlike BeHop users that have an AP inside their rooms (39 in total), legacy users share 25 APs spread across the entire building. This results in poor-coverage for the low-penetration 5GHz-band, and often weak-links and low WiFi rates as clients associate with APs which are far away. We go back to the BeHop network to get a sense of coverage between the two bands. For every AP in our network, we monitor the beacons received by other APs over the 10-minute period at 3:00am, and look at the average SNR for each link. From this, we can answer the question: “if a client was located here, how many APs could potentially serve it?” We use this number to characterize the density of the network. Fig. 4 shows observed densities on both bands for a threshold of 15dB. Each line resembles a > 15dB link between two nodes with its thickness proportional to the SNR. While 39 APs are enough to cover the whole building in the 2.4GHz band, they are clearly inefficient to do the same on the 5GHz channels. Given that the legacy network is even sparser (25 APs), it should come as no surprise that legacy users opt to use the inefficient but stronger 2.4GHz channels.

So far, BeHop enabled us to better understand and evaluate anecdotal evidences regarding the benefits and properties of 5GHz. We verified that clients connected to the 5GHz band observe better performance. We saw that even when available, some clients prefer to use the 2GHz band instead. We got a better sense of how deployment density affects use of 5GHz and therefore overall network performance. We will now discuss how our testbed revealed a less obvious challenge faced by most modern deployments, namely the trade-off between 5GHz coverage and 2GHz overhead and interference.

### 4.2 Usecase: Studying 2GHz Broadcast Overhead

As we saw earlier, high density is necessary to achieve good coverage on the 5GHz band. But along with density, overhead from broadcast traffic on channel utilization also increases. While growing our deployment, we observed a growing baseline overhead. There are two main sources of overhead in WiFi networks — WiFi beacons and normal broadcast traffic (e.g. ARP, mDNS). Each (virtual) AP sends a beacon every 100msecs at the lowest available rate. Due to better propagation characteristics and lower rates, the impact on the 2.4GHz band is higher. Fig. 5 shows the broadcast traffic captured on the wired backend of our network, and channel utilization in both bands (up to 60% for the 2.4GHz band). To reduce the overhead, we increased the beacon interval from 100msecs to 500msecs (which is allowed by the 802.11 standard). To our surprise, this did not work well; most client devices interpret this as a lossy link and disconnect from our APs after a while.

Preceding observations highlight an interesting trade-off between 5GHz coverage and 2GHz overhead. While high density is necessary to use the 5GHz band, it leads to high overhead and interference on the 2GHz band. We expect this to be common, especially on enterprise setups with large broadcast domains, where each AP serves both bands by default. To verify our assumption, we looked at Stanford’s Computer Science department, which runs an enterprise-grade WiFi network [5] with 44 APs spread across the spectrum and serving 4 SSIDs each. We observed a 50% baseline utilization on 2GHz, degrading performance of clients using this band.

BeHop helped us identify a real problem which we would likely ignore without a real-world deployment. Moreover, we were able to identify the limitations of an obvious solution, that of increasing density of dual-band APs for better 5GHz.

---

6We hide links with smaller SNR for clarity.
Figure 3: 2.4GHz vs. 5GHz: Higher rates, less congestion and lower interference make the 5GHz band more efficient than the 2.4GHz. While serving the same amount of traffic, 2.4GHz approaches maximum utilization while 5GHz remains mostly free.

Figure 4: WiFi density at 2.4GHz and 5GHz. Each line represents a link > 15dB with thickness proportional to the observed SNR. 39 APs are enough to provide sufficient coverage for the whole building on the 2.4GHz band, but fail to do so at 5GHz.

There have been a few real-world testbed deployments in the recent past. TFA [2] is a wide-area mesh WiFi deployment. TFA’s research focus has been on optimizing topology control. Our work is complementary. We take a user-centric approach where the focus is on controlling clients on a fine-grained basis and studying wireless management. Also, we emphasize seamless inter-operation with existing production networks. Our testbed facilitates unique experiments that can eventually benefit large scale deployments such as TFA. WiSe [10] is a residential deployment with a similar goal of conducting in-line measurements as opposed to passive measurements with sniffers. However, while WiSe is focused on measurement of user-deployed and user-configured APs, we configure and manage APs from the infrastructure side. One of our primary goals is to make it easy to implement management schemes that can improve performance.

More recent testbeds follow the SDN approach. OpenRoads [14] uses OpenFlow WiFi APs and WiMax base-stations to experiment with flow mobility and use of multiple networks and interfaces. OpenRoads looks at L2-layer and above, taking the default WiFi operation for granted. We are mostly interested in understanding how WiFi manage-
ment affects network performance. ODIN [13], a framework for enterprise WiFi, exposes a BSSID for every client, which is then treated as a port by an SDN controller. Our Virtual-AP abstraction is similar but it provides a more generic interface: we can map multiple clients to a Virtual-AP, or expose a subset of APs and let clients decide how to roam between them. This is necessary both in terms of experimentation (to realize different techniques), and actual management of the network.

Orbit [11] is a radio-grid emulator open to researchers and focuses on reproducible experiments. While it can be further enhanced with channel impairment models and simulated mobile nodes, it cannot capture the operating conditions of a real network. Authors in [12] use SDN to turn the (wired) production network into a testbed, and get the benefits of real deployment and traffic. Our approach is a middle-step towards this direction to account for existing networks not having the flexibility to host our experiments.

Finally, commercial WiFi systems use centralized controllers to optimize network management and performance [7, 5]. These systems claim to support some low-level AP management features such as band-steering and mobility support. However, they are closed and proprietary, and exact details on their inner workings are hard to obtain. BeHop is an open testbed based on off-the-shelf hardware, OpenWRT and OpenFlow. Also, while commercial WiFi systems focus on enterprise environments, BeHop can be tailored both for enterprise and residential usecases.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented BeHop, a testbed for dense WiFi networks. BeHop provides a general-purpose framework to experiment with a wide range of techniques for channel, power, and association control. By integrating BeHop with the production network, we get the benefits of a real-world deployment while keeping the desired flexibility to run experiments. Our early experience with BeHop let us evaluate popular algorithms for WiFi, and revealed trade-offs that were not obvious before. We are confident that production-ready testbeds have great potential to inform the design and efficiency of WiFi networks, and most techniques from BeHop can be reused to build similar deployments.
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